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Abstract: Academic performance (AP) is explained by a multitude of factors, principally by those
related to socioeconomic, cultural, and educational environments. However, AP is less understood
from a spatial perspective. The aim of this study was to investigate a methodology using a machine
learning approach to determine which answers from a questionnaire-based survey were relevant
for explaining the high AP of secondary school students across urban–rural gradients in Ecuador.
We used high school locations to construct individual datasets and stratify them according to the
AP scores. Using the Boruta algorithm and backward elimination, we identified the best predictors,
classified them using random forest, and mapped the AP classification probabilities. We summarized
these results as frequent answers observed for each natural region in Ecuador and used their proba-
bility outputs to formulate hypotheses with respect to the urban–rural gradient derived from annual
maps of impervious surfaces. Our approach resulted in a cartographic analysis of AP probabilities
with overall accuracies around 0.83–0.84% and Kappa values of 0.65–0.67%. High AP was primarily
related to answers regarding the academic environment and cognitive skills. These identified answers
varied depending on the region, which allowed for different interpretations of the driving factors
of AP in Ecuador. A rural-to-urban transition ranging 8–17 years was found to be the timespan
correlated with achievement of high AP.

Keywords: academic performance; impervious surfaces; urban-rural; Ecuador

1. Introduction

Ensuring inclusive and equitable education is one of the sustainable development
goals (SDGs) for promoting higher standards of living through economic, social, and
environmental progress [1]. The achievement of primary or secondary school diplomas
provides a benchmark for personal development and promotes high future job perfor-
mance [2]. In this context, evaluating academic performance (AP) is a method of scoring
the skills and knowledge accumulated by students throughout their years of study [3].
As AP contributes to the evaluation of students’ performance prior to obtaining jobs or
engaging in higher studies, it is associated with unequal territorial development and sys-
tematic division. This is because access to quality education is often unequal in developing
countries [4–6]. These observations have motivated the spatialization of education the-
ory [7,8], in which spatial exclusion from social and economic systems has been described
as a key feature explaining AP scores. This is because capital accumulation at educational
centers [9] or in households [10] is more evident when its spatial context is observed.
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Although this approach can provide valuable insights for better understanding AP scores,
it has been more frequently used on a national scale in order to rank AP [11] or explain
educational inequities among regions based on their differences [12]. AP scores have been
less frequently analyzed on more detailed scales, such as for an educational center and
its vicinity [13–15]. This may be because the spatial analysis of AP scores requires specific
tools for operating related spatial data and for showing how an educational system can be
configured under unequal conditions.

Although little research has considered the spatial dimensions that explain AP scores,
such research is no less important than that on related aspects. For instance, socioeconomic
status and shortcomings such as a lack of basic necessities [16], poor diet quality [17], and
low parental education [18] are examples of how the economic conditions of individuals can
negatively affect AP results. Moreover, AP scores have also been explained by research in
other fields, which have found cultural, social, and cognitive aspects to be more important
predictors [19]. Factors such as language dominance [20], family conditions [21], and
social media use [22] are examples of cultural backgrounds explaining effects on AP
scores. Despite the scope and methodological differences of these studies, the AP scores
they describe remain a complex indicator that interacts with a multitude of factors with
complementary effects, though not strictly in a linear fashion. Moreover, if we consider
the non-stationary behavior of space [23], the predictive power of these factors could be
insignificant for some sites in a study area but strong for others [24]. These discontinuities
make the examination of AP scores from a single discipline insufficient. Moreover, the
results cannot necessarily be extrapolated to other study areas unless a similarity exists.
Therefore, the task of untangling AP score factors could be better addressed through the
adoption of an interdisciplinary approach and the use of state-of-the-art geostatistical
techniques to distill the common data sources used in educational research (e.g., surveys,
censuses, and educational infrastructure). The design of such a data-driven methodology
requires critical thinking about how to utilize the best big data-based datasets [25] before
they are exhaustively integrated and analyzed.

Advances in social data collection and processing often result in high-dimensional
datasets composed of hundreds of thousands of features ( f ) in each observation (o), where
f > o is a common condition. These high-dimensional datasets contain more noise than
signals, slow down training algorithms, and require intensive computations to extract
meaningful results [26]. A rule of thumb when using these datasets for modeling is to select
or sample variables according to the area of knowledge. Nevertheless, such a procedure is
not possible or desired in some contexts (see [27], as cited in [28]), causing techniques such
as dimensionality reduction to be required. In this respect, principal component analysis
and factor analysis are likely the most popular unsupervised learning techniques, despite
their inability to adequately handle complex nonlinear data [29] and the fact that they
cannot be easily described [30]. Although other alternatives exist (e.g., self-organizing
maps, autoencoders, and k-means clustering), feature selection analysis is the supervised
learning technique that is the most interesting for the purposes of this research. In this
type of analysis, an objective function (e.g., a supervised classification) is defined, and
the model accuracy is used to guide the selection of the most compact and informative
set of features [31]. Feature selection analysis is recognized as an essential task in data
mining [32], and the latest research has focused on using high-dimensional databases, with
management, processing, and model interpretability acting as constraints. The first two con-
straints can be treated as scaling hardware and software resources, whereas an interesting
strategy for the third constraint is the wrapper method. This method combines a learning
algorithm and a search strategy to guide the selection of the optimal features that maximize
model accuracy [33]. An advantage of this method is that popular and powerful learning
algorithms such as random forest (RF) and its variable importance measurement [34] can be
optimized to identify more confidence-relevant features in a predictive model. Moreover, it
can provide extensions for solving the drawbacks of certain algorithms, such as the lack of
statistical significance for RF variable importance. In this respect, the Boruta approach [35]
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is an interesting feature selection analysis algorithm, as it works around RF to improve
it, adding extra randomness to extend its internal variable importance estimates and to
strengthen them statistically. This is crucial when high-dimensional datasets are used
because the features identified as important may be the results of random fluctuations [36].
Therefore, the application of the Boruta approach can provide an opportunity to analyze
AP score factors, especially if survey data from students are used to identify relevant
answers that improve AP in a predictive model. Moreover, the processing and collection
of such models at the educational-center level allows the model outputs to be examined
cartographically. This possibility is interesting for observing the spatial variability of the
locally relevant predictors of AP scores, as well as for determining the probabilities of high
or low AP. Moreover, these probabilities can be used to hypothesize about AP scores and
their relationships with physical capital accumulation [37]. This is made possible by using
novel remote sensing products such as annual maps of artificial impervious areas [38].
These data are helpful for differentiating old, urbanized areas from new ones, where the
latter are characterized as providing miserable housing and living conditions, especially in
Latin America and other developing countries [39].

Considering the aforementioned information, Ecuador is a country of particular inter-
est for this investigation. Considered as one of the Latin American countries that emerged
rapidly following the 2008 global economic crisis, its contradictory relationship between
natural resource exports and its state-led “knowledge”-based development [40] makes it an
interesting case study. Moreover, its national education evaluation instrument, Ser Bachiller
or Be Bachelor (BCH) [41], is an unprecedented data source that can be qualified as a high-
dimensional dataset. It includes a longitudinal survey of microdata with approximately
300 questions, including data on secondary school students’ AP scores and their socioeco-
nomic, cultural, academic, and cognitive features since 2014. In addition, it links students’
data to their high school locations, making it possible to analyze their relative location with
other spatial data sources. In the present study, we first discuss the preprocessing of the
BCH instrument and describe the ancillary spatial data. Second, we analyze the concept
behind the Boruta approach and its implementation. Third, we explore models results,
and build a set of hypotheses to measure correlation between high AP, and urban areas
occupation based in the annual artificial impervious area dynamics. To guide this research,
we provide answers to our main research questions, which are as follows:

• Which BCH survey answers best predict AP scores, and where are their highest
probabilities?

• Are AP scores significantly higher in old urban areas than in new urban areas?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The BCH Instrument and Its Preprocessing

The data analyzed in this study were obtained from the BCH instrument and were
downloaded freely from the National Institute for Educational Evaluation (INEVAL) [41],
which consists of three databases:

• The micro (MCRO) database, which collects students’ BCH test scores for four cate-
gories: mathematics, language and literature, natural sciences, and social studies, as
well as their overall score.

• The associated factors (AFAC) database, which constitutes a survey of 311 questions
conducted with students, parents, teachers, and directors of high schools. It describes
the socioeconomic and cultural conditions of students, as well as their academic
environment and vocational and cognitive attitudes.

• The high school (HSCH) dataset, which comprises a set of 3284 spatial points with
associated data about the administrative provinces and natural regions.

As the BCH instrument has been issued every year since 2014, four academic periods
were available at the time of this study. However, we selected the period 2016–2017 as
the subject of this study, as the INEVAL technical team informed us of data quality and
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completeness issues in the other BCH instrument periods. Using these databases, we
applied the following preprocessing steps:

1. Transliterate Latin words and remove special characters in the database column names
(e.g., “Régimen” became “regimen”).

2. Rename the columns of unique identifiers in all databases.
3. Remove irrelevant features in the databases (e.g., high school names, duplicated

questions, and categorical scores).
4. Binarize data features by categorizing all answers to the survey questions into

0 (absence) and 1 (presence).
5. Filter the student population to the last year of secondary studies to avoid students

older than the 15 to 18-year-old age range.

After following these preprocessing steps and combining the MCRO and AFAC
databases, we had 248,252 records (or students) and 1171 data features (or answers to BCH
questions). These records were distributed across 3284 spatial points (or high schools)
after being combined with the HSCH spatial database. As a result, each high school
corresponded to an average of 75.59 ± 102.51 students.

2.2. Academic Performance and Stratification

After preprocessing the databases, the dependent variable considered in the model
could be identified; an overall statistical summary of the dependent variable is presented in
Table 1. This information was found in the MCRO database and includes the mean scores
for the four cognitive tests: mathematics, language and literature, natural sciences, and
social studies. For the remainder of this study, we refer to this score as a measure of AP.

Table 1. The dependent variable and its overall statistical summary.

Name Description Min. Mean SD Max.

AP score
Overall test score (0–10) obtained by students for
Mathematics, Language and Literature, Natural

Sciences, and Social Studies tests
4 7.53 0.81 10

To facilitate modeling, we stratified the AP scores into two ranges, considering that
values above seven relate to student enrollment in public higher education in Ecuador.
To combine the AP score data with the HSCH spatial database, we averaged students’
AP scores according to high school and classified them into “High AP” for schools with
average scores greater than or equal to seven and “Low AP” for high schools with average
scores below seven. To obtain summaries in the spatial context, as well as to discuss and
compare our results with those of other investigations targeting Ecuador at the national
level, we labeled high schools and their AP scores according to the three regions occurring
in our study area (see Section 2.4) to obtain smaller subsets, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical summaries of the average academic performance (AP) scores of students according
to their high school, the AP classification, and the regions occurring in our study area.

Region
High AP (≥7) Low AP (<7)

Averag AP Scores
(Mean ± SD 1)

High Schools
(Count)

Averag AP Scores
(Mean ± SD)

High Schools
(Count)

Amazon 7.47 ± 0.39 142 6.64 ± 0.28 178
Andes 7.75 ± 0.47 1417 6.85 ± 0.18 224
Coast 7.66 ± 0.44 858 6.80 ± 0.19 465

1 SD: standard deviation.

2.3. Feature Space and Indexing

Since we obtained 1171 data features after the binarization of the BCH questions and
answers, we designed a hierarchical conceptual structure based on the literature and expert
knowledge to index and facilitate management of the data features. We differentiated
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three groups (See Table 3) and 21 “theme groups” of related questions to facilitate the
processing and interpretation of the results. A similar number of theme groups was divided
among the three groups to obtain an almost equal number of questions and answers for
each one. This meant that each group included a pool of data features comprising 103 ± 9
(SD) questions with a total of 391 ± 28 possible answers. A summary of these groups,
themes, and number of questions and answers is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Independent variable groups.

Group (Alias) Theme Prefix Description
Data Features

(Count) Reference
Questions Answers

Socioeconomic and
cultural (SC)

contexts

Cultural activities CAC Cultural, sport, and recreational activities
undertaken by the student and his/her family. 14 56

[42–44]

Digital technologies for culture
and entertainment CDC Technological equipment in the home for

cultural and entertainment activities. 15 71

Identity and language CIL The student’s cultural and linguistic identity. 5 24
Migration

status CMG Mobility of the student and their
family members. 11 31

Educational and work status
of parents SEW Academic level achieved by the parents and

their work activities. 9 87

Housing features, goods,
and services SGS

Availability of goods and services in the home,
as well as the construction materials used in

the dwelling.
20 76

Household income SHI Social benefits and economic support of the
family, as well as the student’s work situation. 8 31

Household structure SHS Family coexistence according to degree
of consanguinity. 13 33

Total 95 409

Academic
environment (AE)

Digital technologies
for education ADE Technological equipment in the home for

educational activities. 11 42

[45,46]

Household climate AHC The student’s attitude towards their home and
parental supervision. 10 37

Security (classroom and home) ASC Insecurity due to robberies or violence at the
student’s home or high school. 6 24

Classroom climate: student
vs. high school ASH Student’s attitude towards their high

school’s management. 33 99

Classroom climate: student
vs. students ASS Student’s attitude towards their

peers’ coexistence. 22 82

Classroom climate: student
vs. teachers AST Student’s attitude toward their teacher’s

management of the classroom. 32 122

Total 114 406

Cognitive skills (CS)

BCH test preparation VEP Type and budget invested in BCH test
preparation. 2 10

[47]

Grade repetition VGR Primary or secondary grade repetition. 3 12

Hard science skills VHS Mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology skills. 20 44

Student’s personality and
learning attitude VPL The student’s attitude towards learning and

his/her main personality traits. 25 102

Availability and promotion
of reading VPR Student’s attitude towards reading and its

promotion in the home. 20 72

Soft science skills VSS Language, literature, history, education for
citizenship, and philosophy skills. 20 44

Student’s vocation VSV Student’s career preference. 12 75

Total 102 359

The theme groups were organized in the feature space operated under the Boruta
algorithm. Each group represented an area of knowledge with respect to the situations of
the students, specifically:

• Socioeconomic and cultural (SC) contexts, which refer to students’ household re-
sources, their parents’ work and educational status, and their cultural practices and
migration status.

• Academic environment (AE), which refers to high school and household climates,
feelings of security, and the availability of digital technologies for education.

• Cognitive skills (CS), which refer to students’ perceptions of their knowledge and
skills, their grade repetition, and BCH test preparation.

The Boruta was indexed according to the prefixes of the report results.
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2.4. Study Area and High School Descriptions

Our study was conducted in continental Ecuador, which represents an area of 247,414.5 km2,
or 96.48% of the country’s total landmass. It is commonly divided into three natural re-
gions, namely, the coast, the Andes, and the Amazon, which are located in the western,
central, and eastern areas of the country, respectively (Figure 1a). According to the Na-
tional Institute of Statistics and Census [48], the coast is the most densely populated
region, with 107.74 inhabitants/km2. It comprises territories below 1300 m a.s.l. and
includes Guayaquil and Machala as the most populous cities. The Andes is the next-most
densely populated region, with 101.07 inhabitants/km2. It comprises territories above
1300 m a.s.l., including the country’s highest point (6268 m a.s.l.), and the largest cities in
the region are Quito (the capital) and Cuenca. The Amazon is the least densely populated
region, with 6.34 inhabitants/km2. It includes territories below 1300 m a.s.l., and its largest
cities are Lago Agrio and Puerto Franscisco de Orellana. Of these areas, the Andean
region is the most economically developed, followed by the coastal and Amazonian re-
gions [49]. This was also observed by summarizing the high school data used in this study
(Figure 1b), as more than half of all Ecuadorian high schools were located in the Andean
and coastal regions. This also corresponds with the high AP and large student group sizes
(>75 individuals) observed in these regions. The opposite was observed for the Amazon
region, as it had lower AP and smaller student group sizes (<25 individuals). Low and
medium socioeconomic statuses were represented in the high schools of all regions, but
more so in the Amazon. These socioeconomic trends correspond with the public financing
sources of high schools and other indicators of purchasing power (e.g., average number of
mobile phones with internet in students’ households). Furthermore, white/mestizo ethnicity
and mixed-sex dominance were characteristic of most high schools, except in the Amazon,
where indigenous people were more predominant. High schools having at least one student
with a disability were more common in the coastal region than in the other regions.
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2.5. Urban–Rural Gradient Derivation

To derive a proxy for physical capital accumulation, we acquired a novel remote sens-
ing product called “Annual Maps of Global Artificial Impervious Areas” [38]. Impervious
surfaces are surfaces made of any material of a natural or anthropogenic source that prevent
infiltration of water into the soil and whose growth is mostly related to human construction
(e.g., roofs, paved surfaces, and hardened grounds) [50]. An artificial impervious area
dataset at the global scale was derived from the Landsat multi-decadal archive and other
ancillary datasets (i.e., nightlight images and Sentinel-1 data); this dataset was mapped
annually from 1985 to 2018 with a 30 mts resolution. We extracted our study area from the
Google Earth Engine [51] and maintained its spatial resolution. We reclassified our study
area into four classes: (1) rural, to refer to nonimpervious areas; (2) old urban, to refer to areas
that were impervious before 1999; (3) recent urban, to refer to areas that became impervious
between 2000 and 2009; and (4) new urban, to refer to areas that became impervious between
2010 and 2017 (Figure 2). These particular time periods were considered because they corre-
spond with important economic and political events in Ecuador, such as the economic crisis
and dollarization [52] as well as Correa reformism and its later debacle [53]. We used this
dataset to verify our second research question, as described in Sections 2.9 and 3.5.
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areas are shown in purple, and old areas are shown in yellow. (b) Map panels showing the largest cities. The first column
shows Guayaquil and Machala in the coastal region (1,2); the second column shows Quito, Ambato, and Cuenca in the
Andes (3–5); and the third column shows Lago Agrio and Puerto Franscisco de Orellana in the Amazon (6,7).

2.6. Feature Selection and Prediction Algorithms

We used the Boruta approach to identify the best predictors and RF to predict AP.
Therefore, we first introduced preliminary definitions of these algorithms to enable the
understanding of our implementation. Interested readers can refer to Biau and Scornet,
2016 [54] and Kursa and Rudnicki, 2010 [35] for detailed descriptions.

2.6.1. Random Forest (RF)

RF is an ensemble algorithm with an unexcelled accuracy for solving classification
and regression problems [34]. It is immune to correlated features and can handle large
datasets without making assumptions about their structure. During the training phase,
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RF applies a bagging approach to construct a set of random samples with replacement
from the training dataset, reserving one-third of them for error estimation—these samples
are called “out-of-bag” (OBB) samples. The construction of these random samples is
controlled by two main parameters: mtry (or split rule) and ntree (or number of trees).
In most cases, these parameters do not require significant tuning, and default values are
used (see [55]). With these bagged samples, RF constructs multiple decision trees that are
used, for prediction and for calculating the mode of the resulting classes (classification) or
their mean prediction (regression). To compute the model performance for classification
problems, RF uses the OBB samples to derive a prediction and probability of occurrence.
RF also calculates the variable importance (VI), which is a measure of the predictive power
of the j-th feature in a predictive model. It can be derived using different approaches, but
permutation is generally preferred because it is less prone to selection bias [56]. This bias
was first noticed when using decision trees; therefore, when using RF, selection bias is
carried forward, and it is not recommended when different data types exist [57].

2.6.2. The Boruta Approach

To reinforce the sensitivity of RF to random fluctuations, the Boruta approach was
developed [35]. This algorithm constructs artificial features (called “shadow” features)
from the original ones, shuffling their values to provide an external reference and to decide
the feature relevance. Then, an RF classification is run, and the VI scores are determined
using both original and shadow features. The VI scores are compared by observing if
the score of the original feature is higher than that obtained for the best shadow. If this
is the case, the observed feature achieves a “hit,” and such cases are counted until their
number becomes significantly higher than what is expected at random (it uses a p-value
cutoff of 0.01 to decide this). The features are finally classified as “confirmed”; that is, their
importance is statistically significant and is not considered a product of a random process.
Features that do not achieve a hit are removed from the extended feature system and are
qualified as “rejected”. Boruta iterates these steps using a top-down search strategy to
evaluate all features, and it stops when the designated maximum number of iterations
(or maxRuns threshold) has been reached. As some features cannot be evaluated in the
process, Boruta classifies them as “tentative”. Such features require additional iterations or
must be solved using other external calculations. A recommended option for this is the
TentativeRoughFix function in Boruta, which observes that the median importance of a
feature is higher than the median importance of the maximal shadow attribute.

2.7. Sampling Strategy Based on Distances to High Schools

To construct spatial samples that could be analyzed by Boruta and predicted with
RF, we structured each high school (i) as a spatial data point with linked data features
from the AFAC and MCRO datasets. These samples were potentially unbalanced and
do not necessarily contain enough observations to sum at least 20 students for each AP
classification or conserve reliable prediction results [58]. Therefore, a balance-sampling
procedure based on distance was used. To implement this procedure, we developed an
algorithm in the R language [59] using the GWmodel and raster libraries [60,61] (see Step 3
in Algorithm 1) to perform the following computations:

• Tabulate the AP classifications for high school i.
• When the AP classification of high school i contains >20 students, extract a random sample.
• Otherwise, invoke data to complete the sample. In this case, random samples from the

nearest neighboring high schools with respect to i were used to complete the sample.

While this procedure uses repeated observations to complete cases, its application
enables Boruta and RF to be free of the class imbalance problem [62].

We flagged these high schools and summarized their attributes based on: (1) the
number of linked high schools, (2) the distance traced between high school links, (3) null
data imputation, (4) urban–rural classification, and (5) frequent routines applied to the high
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schools. The link counts are mapped in Figure 3a, and all of the attributes are summarized
in Figure 3b. They can be described as follows:

• The Amazon is the region with the most high-schools in rural areas (>60%), and
it therefore required larger distances (median: 7.5 km) for sample balancing. This
was different for the Andean and coastal regions, where closer distances (median:
0.85 and 0.74 km, respectively) were needed for sample balancing. However, a more
frequent association with old and new urban areas was observed for the Andean and
coastal regions.

• Almost all high schools in all of the regions (~75–95%) required sample balancing or
data filling (we used median imputation for this operation). Only a small percentage
of high schools (~20–25%) located in the Andean and coastal regions did not require
sample balancing or data filling. These imputed values represented approximately.

• ~8–20% of all the data, and the CS (cognitive skills) group and the Amazon region
were the most affected.
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2.8. Implementation of Boruta and RF for the BCH Instrument

Since our distance-based sampling allowed us to systematically balance and operate
the high school data, we now describe how we identified and confirmed features with
Boruta before they were predicted with RF. First, consider that i = {1, . . . 3312} represents
the high school locations associated with the AFAC data according to j = {SC, AE, CS}
theme groups. An automated approach for modeling i using a j group can be represented
by the formula:

APi ∼ AFACij (1)

where APi represents the AP classification (i.e., high and low) of students from high school
i, and AFACij is an index to subset j features from the AFAC data. Suppose that j =′ SC′.
Then, j corresponds to the balanced sample from high school i with 40 observations
(20 students each for the high and low AP classifications) and 409 answers to socioe-
conomic and cultural (SC)-related questions. Since our objective was to predict the AP
classifications for multiple high schools using Boruta to discriminate significant answers
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that optimize the RF prediction, we had to expand our processing capabilities. Therefore,
we enabled parallel processing to speed up this routine, automating two operations for
each high school case i. This included:

• The execution of Boruta and tentativeRoughFix functions using APi ∼ AFACj to
identify the confirmed features (CF).

• Training a classification RF model with APi ∼ AFACij=CF to derive VI, AP prediction
probabilities, model-based accuracy metrics (e.g., Kappa, Breier, and R2), and cross-
validation error rate with the selected features, See [63].

To fulfill these operations, we used a loop to control their recursive execution during
calculations for each high school. This allowed multiple attempts with the Boruta and RF
iterations, and for all data features in AFACj to be explored. Backward elimination of the
best predictors was re-run for the modeling routines until nine iterations were completed.
This number of iterations was chosen in order to ensure a reasonable computation time.
On an eight-core workstation with 32 GB of RAM, the computations for each theme took
~9.5 h. This processing resulted in multiple modeling results, and it allowed the relevant
features to be correctly identify with Boruta, as the processing did not find them in the
first run (i.e., Kappa was not highest in the first iteration). To describe this implementation
more precisely, the pseudocode is shown below.

Algorithm 1: Boruta implementation for the BCH instrument

Input: HSCHi={1,...3312}; MCROi={AP}; AFACij={SC,AE,CS};
Output: BorutaBase database and spatial derivatives: modeling accuracy (ACC), data summaries
(SUM), AP probabilities (PRED), confirmed features (CF), and sample linkages (LKN).
Step 1: Start parallel computing. For high school i in the HSCH spatial database, do:

Step 2: Filter students’ data from MCRO and AFAC according to high school i and feature j.
Define this subset as HSij;
Step 3: Obtain a random sample of AP classifications from HSij. If required, complete
unbalanced cases with data from the nearest high schools. Flag and count the number
of created linkages. Fill cases with no data with the median value and calculate its
proportion. Overwrite HSij and continue.
Step 4: Run Boruta considering the next steps:

4.1 Set Borutaijk as an empty list and set true to the Compute parameter. Set first
iteration as k = 1.
4.2 While Compute:

4.2.1 Run Boruta (default parameters: maxRuns = 100), collect confirmed
features (CF) for HSij. If tentative features remain, apply the
tentativeRoughFix function to solve them.
4.2.2 If there are no results, repeat step 4.2.1. Otherwise, continue;
4.2.3 Filter CF from HSij and predict the classification model
AP ∼ HSij=CF with RF (default parameters: mtry =

√
‖ CF ‖,

ntree = 500).
4.2.4 Extract CF importance scores and class probabilities, together with
R2, Kappa, and Breier scores from the model. Conduct 5-fold

cross-validation with CF and obtain the error rate. Count k + 1 iterations.
Store them in Borutaijk.
4.2.5 If k < 10, remove con f irmed features and overwrite HSij; otherwise
set Compute as f alse.

Step 5: Stop parallel loop processing. Collect and merge Borutaijk results as BorutaBase. Extract
data from the Boruta k iteration, which achieved the highest Kappa value, and construct spatial
derivatives: ACC, SUM, PRED, CF, and LKN. End algorithm.

The spatial outputs of this algorithm are feature summaries (SUM), sample linkages
(LKN), modeling accuracies (ACC), confirmed features (CF), and AP prediction proba-
bilities (PRED). The first two are summarized as plots in Sections 2.4 and 2.7, while the
rest are described in the next sections. To develop this algorithm, we used the R libraries
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described in Section 2.7 as well as additional ones, which included ranger [55], random
Forest [64], Boruta [35], caret [65], and parallel [66]. An interactive application was devel-
oped to show the outputs of these models and extend their results to other spatial units
(see Appendix A). We also used QGIS [67], an open-source geographic information system,
for cartographic analysis.

2.9. AP Probability Hot Spots and Testing Hypotheses with the Urban–Rural Gradient Map

As the PRED output described the probabilities of high schools achieving high or low
AP scores, we mapped the output as hot spots with a kernel density estimate. This algo-
rithm has been used to identify traffic accident hotspots and other point patterns [68,69].
It consists of a density function that operates spatial data points to create a smoothed
weighted surface. This surface is calculated using a kernel function, which requires a
bandwidth parameter to control the amount of smoothing, and an optional set of weights
to define the importance of each spatial data point. Therefore, using the R library Spa-
tialKDE [70], we first created a grid with a pixel size of 500 mts to be used for the calcu-
lations. This pixel size was determined to be adequate because the processing time was
long, and the resolution was sufficient for highlighting hot spots without losing detail or
distorting the results. This was verified by looking at the median distances achieved by
high schools in the spatial samples (greater than 0.75 km; see Section 2.7). We derived
the weights Whigh for high AP probabilities (Phigh), differentiating them from low AP
probabilities (Plow) and removing negative values as follows:

Whigh =
{[(

Phigh − Plow

)
≤ 0

]
⇒ 0

}
∧
{[(

Phigh − Plow

)
> 0

]
⇒

(
Phigh − Plow

)}
(2)

A similar process was adopted for Wlow:

Wlow =
{[(

Plow − Phigh

)
≤ 0

]
⇒ 0

}
∧
{[(

Plow − Phigh

)
> 0

]
⇒

(
Plow − Phigh

)}
(3)

These two sets of weights emphasized only the relevant high schools for each AP clas-
sification in the hot-spot calculations. Following the recommendations of Siloko et al. [71],
we chose a tri-weight kernel type because the resulting density estimates were better and
the hot spots were sharper than those obtained with other kernel types (e.g., uniform,
quartic, Epanechnikov). We tried different bandwidths considering one to five surrounding
pixels, and we decided that three surrounding pixels (or 1500 mts) were appropriate for
smoothing while also considering the average sampling distances between high schools
(see Section 2.7) and providing sufficient detail to identify clusters of high schools with
similar AP class probabilities (see Figure A1). As a result, we obtained two hot spot
maps, one for Phigh and another for Plow. These maps were only for the theme group
that achieved the best prediction accuracy (see Section 3.1). To test our second research
question, we used the high school locations to extract values from Phigh hot spots and
c = {rural, old, recent, new} classes from the urban–rural gradient map. We applied
a Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test to determine if the old urban class achieved a signifi-
cantly greater Phigh hot spot value than the other c classes; therefore, we evaluated the
following hypotheses:

Hypothese 1. The Phigh hot spot value for the c class is equal to or greater than that of the old
urban class.

Hypothese 2. The Phigh hot spot value for the c class is lower than that for the old urban class.

In addition, a Wilcoxon effect size test was performed to estimate the effect size and
classify the results according to the magnitudes found in Funder et al. [72]: <0.05 (tiny);
0.05–0.1 (very small); 0.1–0.2 (small); 0.2–0.3 (medium); 0.3–0.4 (large); and >0.4 (very
large). In Table 4, we show the number of high schools according to the urban–rural
gradient map classes. These counts indicate the sample sizes used for conducting the
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test.
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Table 4. High schools by region and urban–rural gradient map classes.

Region
Urban–Rural Gradient Map Classes (Count)

Rural New Urban Recent Urban Old Urban

Amazon 281 - 2 36
Andes 864 123 128 526
Coast 707 86 171 359

3. Results
3.1. Model Predictive Performance

The execution of the Boruta algorithm to identify relevant predictors and RF to predict
AP were evaluated before proceeding with interpretations. To accomplish this, we reviewed
and plotted accuracy metrics (Figure 4). Here, the SC theme group obtained the highest
overall accuracies for each region (0.84 ± 0.079, or 84% correct predictions using test
samples), whereas the AE and CS theme groups exhibited slightly lower accuracies, as
their results were around 0.83 ± 0.070 and 0.83 ± 0.072, respectively. The overall accuracies
were therefore acceptable. The Kappa index (whose value is interpreted as follows: <0
no agreement, 0–0.2 slight, 0.21–0.4 fair, 0.41–0.6 moderate, 0.61–0.8 substantial, and >0.81
almost perfect agreement) indicated a substantial agreement with a similar ranking, with
the SC group having a value of 0.67 ± 0.158 and the CS and AE groups achieving similar
values (i.e., 0.65± 0.145 and 0.65± 0.140, respectively). This means that some models failed
to predict the AP classification, and we count that 46.4%, 47.2%, and 49.4% of the high school
cases they did not match the expected results for the SC, CS, and AE groups, respectively.
Spatially, these models were less frequent in the Andean region, followed by the coastal
and Amazonian regions. In all three theme groups, the forecasted probabilities indicated
fair-to-adequate Brier scores (i.e., 0.14 ± 0.04, where values close to zero means a better
prediction). However, some models scored >0.2, indicating that there were random guesses
(12.3% of high school cases) that achieved overall accuracies of 0.42 ± 0.106. Furthermore,
we observed that some high school cases required more than one Boruta run. Specifically, this
was the case when finding the highest Kappa value during backward elimination for 30.97%,
28.3%, and 27.19% of all models for the AE, CS, and SC theme groups, respectively. The
average number of iterations observed for this was 1.7 ± 1.6. In some special cases, Boruta
could not confirm relevant features, and these represented 0.84%, 0.72%, and 0.66% of all
high school cases in the AE, CS, and SC theme groups, respectively. Finally, all modeling
with Boruta and RF required in average computation time of 81.84 ± 12.707 s, ranging from
34.5–118.7 s in AE, 29.4–121.6 s in CS, and 3.4–349.1 s in SC.
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3.2. Model Sensitivity and Complexity Assessment

To evaluate the sensitivity and complexity of the models to random draws, we ex-
tracted the results of the five-fold cross-validation test performed using step 4.2.4 in Algo-
rithm 1 (see Section 2.8). As this test showed the predictive performance of the models with
a sequentially reduced number of predictors, we tabulated the error rate and the number
of features for all produced models and groups (i.e., AE, CS, and SC) as percentages, con-
sidering: (1) models with all selected features from the Boruta algorithm; and (2) models
with reduced features after further exclusion with cross-validation, but only for the itera-
tions that obtained the minimum error rates. By comparing these results (Figure 5a), we
observed that the error rate in the case of Boruta was lower (median = 0.17 ± 0.07) than
that obtained via cross-validation (median = 0.30 ± 0.11). This means that the features
selected by Boruta were generally relevant, and their elimination degraded the predictive
performance of the model. We also plotted the number of features (Figure 5b), and we
observed that the Boruta models were highly heterogeneous, ranging from two to sixty
features and averaging around 7 ± 6 features. This was different for the truncated models,
as they ranged from one to thirty features and averaged around 3 ± 3 features, but they
did not have improved error rates, as reported above. Nevertheless, it is important to note
that the upper quartile of the Boruta models was highly complex (>9 features) and more
prone to errors (>0.22 error rate).
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3.3. Frequent Best Predictor Themes

As the algorithm output CF (see Section 2.8) provided multiple answers, we extracted
the one with the highest VI value. This result included the answers in the BCH instrument
that best contributed to the AP prediction for each high school. As these results corre-
sponded to a particular theme, we first counted the most frequent answers to highlight
those that were relevant for each AP class. This procedure was required because the feature
space was extensive, and this operation provided an overview. Then, we created radar
plots for each AP class, as shown in Figure 6.

Themes such as VPL (students’ personality and learning attitude) and AST (classroom
climate: student vs. teachers) were the most frequent (i.e., ≥8% of high schools) across
regions and AP classifications. Other relevant but less frequent themes (i.e., 6–8% of high
schools) across the regions were CAC (cultural activities) for the high AP classification and
ASH (classroom climate: student vs. high school) for the low AP classification. For the rest
of the themes, differentiated results were observed for the AP classifications and regions.
In this respect, the most frequent theme for the high AP classification was VPR (availability
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and promotion of reading) in the Amazon, while SGS (housing features, goods, and
services) was the most frequent theme for both the Andean and coastal regions. In the case
of low AP, VSV (students´ vocation) was the most frequent theme in the Amazon, while
VPR was that for the Andes and CDC (digital technologies for culture and entertainment)
was that for the coast.
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3.4. Frequent Best Predictor Answers to Survey Questions

After identifying the relevant theme groups, we proceeded to analyze which answers
were important for predicting the AP classification. We counted the most frequent answers
for each region and sorted them into the best three for each considered group (see Table 3)
to observe them in detail and compare their results. We proportionally normalized their
values for later discussion on the model interpretations. We separated the plots by region
for high AP (Figure 7a) and low AP (Figure 7b) to improve the readability of each question
and its answer. The numeric values are included in Tables A1 and A2. In general, the
results indicated proportions of approximately 1% and 2% of high school cases for each
AP classification. While these figures do not represent the populations (see Table 2), it
should be noted that the survey question answers were frequently chosen from a feature
space of 391 ± 28 options and corresponded with clues for understanding the model
feature selection. First, the results for the Amazon region and the academic environment
(AE) group indicated that high AP was more frequent in a positive and heartwarming
classroom climate and with peer coexistence. In contrast, low AP was related to the
perception of a more hostile classroom environment and a lack of internet connectivity.
With respect to the cognitive skills (CS) group, the following critical question was asked:
How much does a preuniversity course cost? The results show that the cost remained
under 100 USD more frequently for high AP schools than for low AP schools. However,
low AP was related to students listing “personal interest” as their motivation for studying
their intended vocation. Regarding the questions related to socioeconomic conditions
(SC), higher AP was associated with electronic devices and internet access, but curiously
also to households without garbage collection systems. Furthermore, low AP showed a
more frequent association with indigenous identification, which is consistent with our
description of high schools in Section 2.4. For the Andean region, the AE group included
a slightly higher proportion of internet connections for students in high AP schools, but
students in all high schools frequently did not have an internet connection or even a desk
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for studying. For low AP schools, it was highlighted that teachers did not encourage much
student participation in class; moreover, students seemed more comfortable not studying
than studying. With respect to the CS group, a similar combination of survey answers was
observed in the Andean region as was observed in the Amazon region, but with a more
contrasting effect between high and low AP. Nevertheless, there was a higher proportion
of high AP when private preuniversity course enrollment was confirmed, while low AP
indicated low interest in homework and career studies beyond the desire to find a job.
Regarding the SC group, it was indicated that populations with high AP were associated
with higher education of mothers (e.g., PhD), domestic activities, and households with a
public sewage system. In contrast, low AP was more related to mothers having only a basic
education, fewer telephone connections, and reading habits. Finally, we present frequent
responses for the coastal region. Regarding the AE group, students with high AP did not
use computers at their high schools. Furthermore, a lack of internet connections in students’
households was related to both high and low AP, but there was a greater correlation with
the latter. Furthermore, high AP was related to a slightly greater proportion of classrooms
without robberies than was low AP.

Other socioeconomic indicators described in the CS group indicated that exam prepa-
ration with a preuniversity private course (<100 USD) but also preparation located at the
school were more frequently associated with high AP. In the case of schools with low AP,
the personal interests of students highlighted that their purpose of study was for a career,
although students also reported not caring about their actions and the related consequences.
The final SC group indicated how the basic general education and stable paid job status of
parents, as well as the existence of a public sewage system at home, were associated with
high AP. In contrast, only unstable job situations of parents seemed to be more frequent for
schools with low AP.
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3.5. AP Probability Hot Spots and Significance

We produced two hot spot maps and stacked and visualized them according to a color
gradient where: (1) red or blue indicate that only one hot spot AP classification value is
higher (red for Phigh and blue for Plow), (2) white represents similar values for both hot
spot AP classifications, and (3) black represents the absence of AP classification probability.
These results are presented in Figure 8, which describes the results in detail for the largest
cities. Satellite cities and the northern section of Quito are distinguished by Phigh hot spots,
whereas they are scattered in the other large cities such as Guayaquil, which has more
frequent Plow hot spots. In medium and small cities (especially in the Amazon region),
these hot spots are not as clear, as few high schools are located within city limits; however,
some of them are still appreciable. To clarify the differences between the Phigh hot spot
values and the urban–rural gradient map classes, the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test results
can be considered. Figure 9 shows boxplots using Phigh hot spot values (we normalized
them to 0 and 1 to improve readability), which were calculated for each c class (i.e., rural,
old, recent, and new urban classes) and region. Additional information has been added to
these boxplots to show statistical significance (sig.), p-values (p), effect sizes (ez), sample
sizes (n), and mean AP score (AP).
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Most urban–rural classes exhibited strong significance (p ≤ 0.0001 or ‘****’); that is, the
old urban class achieved a significantly greater Phigh than the other c classes, and there were
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different effect sizes. In this respect, the rural class was very large in the Andean region and
large in the coastal region, but it was medium-sized in the Amazon. The latter suggests a
less dissimilar Phigh between the classes, which corresponds well with their differences in
AP with respect to the other regions. The new urban class was characteristic of the Andean
and coastal regions, and it had a medium ez. For this class, it is remarkable that no high
schools were located in the Amazon region; thus, the test could not be accomplished. The
recent urban class exhibited a small ez for the Andean and coastal regions, but there was
a lower significance (p = 0.007) for the latter. This can be explained by the recent and old
urban class achieving a similar probability of high AP in the coastal region, which was not
as pronounced in the Andean region. Finally, the Amazon region indicated no significance.
However, this result was not well supported, as sampling of only two high schools was
possible and because fewer high schools seemed to be located in the Amazon region.

4. Discussion

In this study, we designed and implemented a novel approach based on machine
learning to evaluate the spatial drivers of AP using a high-dimensional dataset, such as
the BCH instrument. Moreover, we were able to calculate high AP probabilities, which
allowed us to hypothesize about AP with a spatial proxy of capital accumulation, such
as an urban–rural gradient map. Our study helps to better describe the drivers of AP
scores, which have commonly been reported in other studies but have not been located
or analyzed from a probabilistic approach, as done here. To discuss these findings, we
examine the advances and limitations of our methodology, provide answers to our research
questions, and explore the implications of this work.

4.1. Stratification and Urban–Rural Gradient Map Derivation

In this study, we did not operate a global model, but rather operated hundreds of
smaller models to better explain their outputs based on spatial summaries. This required
a semiautomated approach that merged and cleaned the databases prior to systematic
analysis. As our study area was highly heterogeneous, this procedure allowed us to
observe local patterns that a global model might not have revealed, despite adequately
predicting the phenomena. The spatial variability of the associations between AP and the
selected survey answers could, therefore, be explored, contributing to the determination
of the topics that could enhance or degrade AP at the high school level. This provides
advantages over other analytical methods as it observes the spatial neighborhood in the
construction of predictive models whose outputs can be mapped and integrated with other
spatial data sources such as the urban–rural gradient map. This also helped us to better
understand how inequities in education are represented beyond the high school level.
Furthermore, feature selection analysis focuses on the predictive power of data features
rather than prediction itself; therefore, a small set of trained spatial models may produce
large quantities of outputs with high-dimensional datasets. This can be overwhelming
considering a national-scale spatial dimension. Therefore, summarizing the results accord-
ing to spatial units is likely the best way to describe them while maintaining awareness
of the aggregation level effect [73,74]. This requires a proper description and report of the
spatial units used (as provided throughout this paper) to better understand the context
of the models before interpreting their results. Moreover, a second criterion, namely the
hierarchical conceptual structure, allowed us to further classify the data features into theme
groups. This also facilitated processing, the procuring of reasonable sets of predictors
for the Boruta algorithm, and interpretation. Nevertheless, our results indicated that the
theme groups VPL and AST were the most frequent for low and high AP, which was
consistent with the large number of answers collected for these groups across the studied
regions. This type of bias responds to the BCH data structure, as some themes were more
preferred than others. Therefore, future research should adopt caution when interpreting
models in these scenarios, as artifacts such as these can bias the results to specific feature
sets [57]. Despite this, other theme groups were identified by region and allowed us to
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compare their VI and observe the probabilities for each AP classification. In this regard,
the urban–rural gradient map was an interesting input that helped us to test our research
question and find new applications for Earth observation satellite products. Multi-decadal
monitoring capabilities allowed us to subdivide artificial impervious areas in terms of time
ranges, which allowed the production of the urban–rural gradient map. While we did not
differentiate vertical cities, future research should consider new scientific advances that
promise these results [75]. More detailed scales should take care to avoid omission errors
or differential results (e.g., the city of Machala in Figure 2 seems half-divided as a result of
differential satellite data densities) with impervious maps, as time series satellite products
are more prone to errors in areas with high cloud cover and reduced data collection [76].

4.2. Distance-Based Sampling and Boruta Implementation

We implemented an algorithm that utilizes spatial points as individual high-dimensional
datasets to conduct a feature selection analysis. This algorithm includes the Boruta ap-
proach and optimizes the RF prediction. We performed this algorithm recursively by
applying a backward elimination of the best predictors to further explore the BCH feature
space. As we focused on a classification problem to obtain the best result with RF, we
required a sampling strategy to balance the results. In this respect, our approach helped us
to complete unequal cases by automatically sampling data from neighboring high schools.
As there was little possibility of having complete samples, most of the high schools were
linked. This exchange of student data among neighboring cases blurred the results, es-
pecially in areas where large distances were required (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, this
operation allowed us to avoid unbalanced sampling [77] and to prepare data for feature
selection and model training. Our results indicated that the selected features of the models
using Boruta resulted in RF predictions with overall scores of around 0.83–0.84% and
Kappa values of 0.65–0.67%. These values are interesting if we consider that these mod-
els received data from a unique source. Moreover, the removal of the best predictors in
each iteration allowed us to obtain additional models for analysis. As these results were
extensive, we describe here only the best-scoring results. However, this study placed more
attention on correctly identifying significant features rather than on predicting AP. In this
respect, Boruta enhanced RF, as feature selection was completed in one or two iterations.
Nevertheless, recursive execution of tentativeRoughFix during our Boruta implementa-
tion may have forced the feature selection process, as it simplified the significance tests
in complex cases. The multiple Boruta executions demonstrated that less than 0.84% of
all high school cases were not solved, while an average of 1.7 ± 1.6 Boruta executions
were required to solve those that were. Therefore, for feature spaces with approximately
400 dimensions, one or two Boruta runs accompanied by the tentativeRoughFix function
seems sufficient for identifying the relevant features in approximately one minute. Never-
theless, conducting further Boruta runs and eliminating the results of the first and second
rounds is a recommended practice to ensure that the results are truly the best. This can also
be corroborated with cross-validation, as splitting model features can validate whether
their presence determines prediction errors in less complex models. As large computations
are required for this, users should consider parallelizing the processing routines when
working with this approach, as vectorial spatial data can be easily split into parts and
operated with multiple cores. Moreover, it is also important that future studies experiment
with a dimensional reduction technique before applying feature selection, as this could
reduce uncertainties and processing time, although it can also obscure interpretations.

4.3. Hot Spot-Based Hypothesis and Spatial Organization of AP

After calculating Phigh, postprocessing the data as hot spots allowed us to construct a
hypothesis and compare it with the urban–rural gradient map. Our results emphasized
the differences using probabilities compared to original AP scores (see Figure A2) and
confirmed our expected hypothesis, i.e., that the old urban class has the highest AP
probability, followed by recent urban, new urban, and rural areas. These findings help to
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identify where AP is magnified and to better understand the context of unequal educational
opportunities. In this regard, old urban centers seem to concentrate more on educational
services, and students attending these high schools have more chances to access higher
education. This was also observed in recently urbanized areas, as a rural-to-urban transition
ranging 8–17 years seems to be related to high AP, but the AP remains slightly lower than
that in old urban areas. This spatio-temporal pattern is consistent in different regions in
Ecuador, but at different levels, which may explain the localization of future professionals
and other education externalities that contribute to unequal development [78]. This was
the major trend observed in our results, but future research should also pay attention to the
new emerging centralities typically found in recent urban areas (e.g., satellite cities around
Quito, see Figure 8b), where there exist important accumulation spots of not only high
AP, but also of greater economic success. However, these findings are correlations, and
future research is encouraged to explore them further. While there is evidence that satellite
nightlights and impervious surfaces explain urbanization and economic growth [79], this
evidence does not necessarily explain academic performance [80]. Moreover, impervious
surfaces (i.e., an input for our urban–rural gradient map) are discussed as scale-dependent
drivers [81], and it is possible that AP may not be related to impervious surfaces when a
scale other than the national scale is applied. Therefore, researchers should take caution
to not describe this relationship as causation, but rather as a suspected correlation that
contributes to a better understanding and theorization of AP drivers in the context of the
urbanization process. Furthermore, as some high schools’ spatial points may not have
been correctly located, hot spots may further hide this type of error. Such artifacts may
have introduced errors in the urban–rural class labeling of high schools, which in turn
could have affected the hypothesis testing. Despite this, the regional approach and the
scale of the study did not contradict the expected results after describing the regional
characteristics (see Section 2.4). Future research focusing on this technique should consider
location uncertainty and the kernel size blurring effect before estimating hot spots. Finally,
the formulated hypothesis demonstrated varying sample and effect sizes according to the
region, and it could therefore be better interpreted according to these contexts. In this sense,
we observed that the Amazon region is an exception to the proposed hypothesis, as its
high schools were barely located in new and recent urban areas. Therefore, its comparison
with other regions may ignore features not included in the urban–rural gradient, which
could better explain the AP scores of this region. Therefore, researchers focusing on the
summarization of spatial models should ensure that spatial units and periods enclose the
temporal and spatial aspects of the studied phenomena.

4.4. Best Predictive Answers and Implications

Based on the most frequent answers qualified as significant by Boruta, we identi-
fied sets of the best predictive answers in the BCH instrument. These results provided a
comprehensive set of theme groups and answers by region, which helped us to observe
what made the regions unique with respect to their AP scores and classification. While
we focused on high AP, our implementation also provided outputs for observing low AP.
Their comparison described gains and losses between the classifications. Despite theme
bias, we observed various answers that improved the prediction of AP classification. More
specifically, answers related to (1) accessibility to digital technologies, (2) positive attitudes
between students and teachers, (3) feelings of security at high school, (4) parents’ educa-
tional level, (5) payment of a preuniversity course, and (6) enjoyment of basic services and
an internet connection were more related to high AP than low AP. However, some answers
differed between regions, and self-identification responses were one such example. In the
Amazon region, a contrasting AP between classes indicated that ethnic minorities were
more prone to low AP, while more relaxed and bully-free high school environments were
associated with high AP. Furthermore, high AP was associated with employed parents with
higher educational levels (e.g., PhD) in the Andean region, and this was true in the coastal
region to a lesser extent (i.e., basic education). All of these best survey answers contribute
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to the discussion of urban–rural stratification during the historic period analyzed. The
period 1999–2010 is interesting for understanding how new urban areas reflect increased
AP scores after 10-year of installation. This was evidently achieved by an expansion of
services in new urban areas, which also reflects the economic stabilization of the country
during this period [82]. Additional interpretations of our results may be possible, but
researchers may consider AP scores as a predictor worth observing in cases where high AP
follows infrastructure development. However, our findings simply contribute to theories
regarding this relationship rather than demonstrate causation. Segregated areas with little
or very low probability are locations that require more detailed discussion, as such areas
include students with diminished reading habits, lack of basic services, poor internet con-
nections, and degraded high school environments. In this respect, it is concerning that high
schools with ethnic minorities seem to be below the global average, as most are classified
as having low AP. These results were principally observed in the Amazon region, where
cultural and educational systems have been historically excluded, as they offer different
knowledge from the dominant Hispanic-mestizo-occidental basis [83]. This evidences the
core–periphery structures observed in our cartographic results, which better describe the
disadvantages and poverty of ethnic minorities due to lower education and consequent
labor discrimination [84,85].

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated that feature selection analysis and supervised classification can
be automated using Boruta and RF to analyze complex questionnaire-based surveys at a
national scale. Using the locations of high schools, we filtered and trained classification
models to observe their probabilities and describe the variable importance. By presenting
the model outputs as frequencies and surface representations, we showed regional AP
patterns along a rural–urban gradient derived from impervious surfaces. This allowed us
to theorize that older urban areas have higher AP than recent and new areas. We concluded
that there is a threshold ranging 8–17 years for recently urbanized areas to exhibit a higher
AP than that of newly urbanized areas and rural areas. We found core–periphery structures
and patterns of regional uniqueness that suggested social class division and deficits in edu-
cation. Further applications of this approach may provide new possibilities for interpreting
machine learning models from a spatial reference for complex social phenomena.
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Appendix A

Details of the interactive application for summarizing the model outputs, as well as the
routines and data used in this analysis are available at: https://github.com/FSantosCodes/
Urban-rural-gradients-predict-educational-gaps (accessed on 13 October 2021).
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Figure A1. Example of the smoothing effect in the hot spot calculations using different kernel
bandwidths: (1) one surrounding pixel (500 mts), (2) two surrounding pixels (1000 mts), (3) three
surrounding pixels (1500 mts), (4) four surrounding pixels (2000 mts), and (5) five surrounding
pixels (2500 mts).

Table A1. Best predictive questions and answers for the high AP classification according to groups, themes, and regions.
The questions are sorted by their respective counts.

Region Group Theme Question
High Schools

Count Percentage

Andean CS VEP How much did the pre-university course cost? -> 100 USD or less 80 1.91

Andean AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Internet connection -> Yes 67 1.6

Andean CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? -> At
your school 58 1.38

Andean SC SGS What type of toilet service does your home have? -> Connected to
the public sewer system 50 1.19

Andean AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Internet connection -> No 40 0.95

Andean CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? ->
Private pre-university course 39 0.93

Coast SC SEW What is the highest level of education your mother has completed?
-> General Basic Education 35 1.39

Coast CS VEP How much did the pre-university course cost? -> 100 USD or less 34 1.35

Andean AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: A desk for studying -> No 31 0.74

Andean SC SEW Point out what your mother regularly does -> She does domestic
work in our home 30 0.71

Andean SC SEW Indicate the highest level of education your mother has completed
-> Doctorate (PhD) 28 0.67
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Table A1. Cont.

Region Group Theme Question
High Schools

Count Percentage

Coast CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? -> At
your school 22 0.88

Coast AE ADE In general, how many hours a day do you use the computer at my
school? -> Never 21 0.84

Coast SC SGS What type of toilet service does your home have? -> Connected to
the public sewer system 21 0.84

Coast AE ASC Have there ever been any thefts inside your classroom -> Never 19 0.76

Coast SC SEW Indicate what your father does on a regular basis -> Has a stable
or permanent paid job 19 0.76

Coast CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? ->
Private pre-university course 17 0.68

Coast AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Internet connection -> No 16 0.64

Amazon CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? -> At
your school 6 1.45

Amazon CS VPR Indicate how much you like to read the following types of text:
Academic textbooks -> Not very much 4 0.97

Amazon SC CDC In general, how many hours a day do you use electronic devices to
check social networks? -> 1 h maximum 4 0.97

Amazon AE AST How often does this happen in your classes? Teachers allow
students to explain to their classmates -> Almost always 3 0.73

Amazon AE ASS How often did these things happen in your classes? I felt
comfortable doing group work -> Always 3 0.73

Amazon AE ASS Do you make friends easily? -> Almost always 3 0.73
Amazon CS VEP How much did the pre-university course cost? -> 100 USD or less 3 0.73

Amazon SC CAC How often do you do these kinds of things with your family? We
watch cultural programs on TV -> Always 3 0.73

Amazon SC SGS Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Garbage collection -> No 3 0.73

Table A2. Best predictive questions and answers for the low AP classification, according to groups, themes, and regions.
The questions are sorted by their respective counts.

Region Group Theme Question
High Schools

Count Percentage

Amazon SC CIL How do you identify yourself according to your culture and
customs? -> Indigenous 9 1.75

Coast AE ADE In your household, has anyone used the Internet in the past 6
months? -> No 9 0.67

Coast CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam?-> At
your school 9 0.67

Coast CS VSV Do you think about how the things you do will affect your future?
-> Never 9 0.67

Amazon AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Internet connection -> No 8 1.56

Coast AE ASC Have there ever been any thefts inside your classroom -> Never 8 0.6

Coast CS VSV What is the main reason you would like to study your career? ->
Personal interest 8 0.6

Coast SC SEW Indicate what your father does on a regular basis ->
Works occasionally 8 0.6

Coast AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: A desk for studying -> No 7 0.52

Amazon CS VSV What is the main reason you would like to study your career? ->
Personal interest 6 1.17

Amazon SC CIL Which of the following nationalities/indigenous peoples do you
belong to? -> I do not belong to any 6 1.17
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Table A2. Cont.

Region Group Theme Question
High Schools

Count Percentage

Amazon SC SGS What type of toilet service does your home have? -> Connected to
public sewer system 6 1.17

Andean SC SGS Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Landline phone -> No 6 0.95

Coast SC CIL How do you identify yourself according to your culture and
customs? -> Mestizo 6 0.45

Coast SC SGS Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply: Drainage or sewerage -> Yes 6 0.45

Amazon AE ADE In your household, has anyone used the Internet in the last 6
months? -> No 5 0.97

Andean AE AST How often does this happen in your classes? Teachers ask us
questions and expect us to answer them -> Almost never 5 0.79

Andean CS VSV What is the main reason you would like to study your career? ->
Ease of finding a job 5 0.79

Andean CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? -> At
your school 5 0.79

Andean CS VPL How many hours a day do you spend studying school subjects or
doing homework at home? -> Less than 1 h 5 0.79

Andean SC CAC How often do you do this kind of thing with your family? We read
a book or magazine -> Almost never 5 0.79

Amazon AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply Internet connection -> Yes 4 0.78

Amazon CS VSV What is the highest level of studies you would like to achieve? ->
Postgraduate (PhD) 4 0.78

Amazon CS VEP What was your preparation to take the Ser Bachiller exam? ->
Private pre-university course 4 0.78

Andean AE ADE Are there any of these goods or services in your household? Check
all that apply Internet connection -> No 4 0.63

Andean AE AHC Do the activities you do when you are not studying make you
happy? -> Always 4 0.63

Andean SC SEW What is the highest level of education your mother has completed?
-> General Basic Education 4 0.63
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Figure A2. Boxplots using original AP scores for each urban–rural gradient map class and region. The text in the plots 
refers to the results of the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test, showing significance (𝒔𝒊𝒈.), p-values (𝒑), effect sizes (𝒆𝒛), sample 
sizes (𝒏), and mean AP scores (𝑨𝑷). Red lines indicate the mean values. Outliers are hidden to facilitate visualization. 
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